[Cooperation effects in binding of large ligands to DNA. II. Contact interactions between adsorbed ligands].
Cooperative effects arising upon binding of biologically active ligands to DNA are considered. Equations are derived which enable one to describe the binding of two different ligands to DNA. We also consider the case when ligand can form two type of DNA complexes. The cooperative binding of the ligand in the vicinity of saturation level of binding can be described with a good accuracy by equation derived for the non-cooperative adsorption of the same ligand with some effective binding constant Keff. It is shown that cooperative effects arising upon binding of proteins and other ligands to DNA can be divided into two groups depending on the symmetry of interactions between the bound ligand molecules. In particular, if such interactions favor the formation of dimeric ligand species on the DNA, Keff approximately a1/2, where a is the ligand-ligand interaction constant. If cooperative interactions favor the formation of aggregates of unrestricted size, then Keff approximately aL+Y, where L is the size of the binding site for the ligand on DNA.